Press release

Atomos releases full free Ninja V update to
enable 5.9K Apple ProRes RAW recording for
the Panasonic LUMIX S1H
August 7, Melbourne, Australia: Atomos is thrilled to announce the dream of ultra-high resolution
RAW video from a full-frame mirrorless camera is now a reality. Last week Atomos launched a PreRelease Beta for Ninja V users to try out on their Panasonic LUMIX S1H. Today Atomos announces
the full firmware update for the Ninja V.

From today Ninja V & Panasonic LUMIX S1H users will be able to record:
Simply stunning 12-bit RAW
The Ninja V captures the unprocessed highly detailed 12-bit RAW signal files directly from the full
frame sensor of the S1H over HDMI at up to 5.9K/29.97p in Full-frame, or 4K/59.94p in Super35.
These unprocessed files are extremely clean, preserving the maximum dynamic range, color
accuracy and every detail from the S1H. The resulting ProRes RAW files allow for greater creativity in
post-production with perfect skin tones and easily matched colors, ideal for both HDR and SDR
(Rec.709) workflows.

Anamorphic RAW
More and more cinematographers are now choosing to shoot with anamorphic lenses and the Ninja V
and S1H combination caters to them with the new 3.5K Super35 Anamorphic 4:3 RAW mode. An
even bigger world of cinematic opportunities opens up as the Ninja V and S1H can now be used as
an A-camera or smaller B-camera on an anamorphic RAW production.
Improved color pipeline
LUMIX S1H ProRes RAW files recorded to the Ninja V can now benefit from an improved color
pipeline in Apple Final Cut Pro X. Panasonic have published a new LUT based workflow that allows
the enhanced potential of ProRes RAW files captured from the LUMIX S1H to be realised in the NLE
software.
Ninja V advantage
The Ninja V allows users to accurately monitor the RAW signal on its daylight-viewable 5” 1000nit
brightness HDR screen. Setup is simple when the camera is attached with perfectly tuned color
settings applied automatically. Users can then view the RAW image accurately in HDR in a choice of
HLG and PQ (HDR10) formats. The Ninja V offers touchscreen access to tools like waveforms, 1-1
magnification and focus peaking, allowing them to perfect their RAW video. The Ninja V then records
the ProRes RAW data onto a removable AtomX SSDmini or other SSD drive. When shooting is
complete the drive is removed and connected to a computer via USB for immediate offload and
editing.

ProRes RAW the new standard
In addition to their ground-breaking combination of flexibility and performance, Apple ProRes RAW
files are smaller than other RAW files – simplifying and accelerating file transfer, media management,
and archiving. Even with the new higher 5.9K resolution, ProRes RAW files from the S1H can easily
be edited on most modern Macs. ProRes RAW is fully supported in Final Cut Pro X and Adobe
Premiere Pro along with a collection of other apps including ASSIMILATE SCRATCH, Colorfront,
FilmLight Baselight and Grass Valley Edius.
This is available immediately; Ninja V users can download the free AtomOS update for their
monitor-recorder directly from the Atomos website.

Over the past few months Atomos has created a series of content pieces with the Ninja V and
Panasonic LUMIX S1H, from test footage, to setting up your Ninja V and S1H with PhotoJoseph, to
hearing from creators like Stuart Morgan and Krzysztof Sieniawski and their experiences with the
great combo of Ninja V & S1H. Please see recent examples below:

Watch some of the test footage shot on Ninja V & Panasonic S1H with early release firmware:
'Blind Love' shot in 5.9K RAW on LUMIX S1H and Atomos Ninja V (viewer discretion advised)
'NIGHTSHIFT' – shot on LUMIX S1H & Atomos Ninja V short film and behind the scenes
HDR 'Bluebell Woods' - shot in 5.9K ProRes RAW with LUMIX S1H and Atomos Ninja V by Lee
Brimble
LUMIX S1H + Ninja V ProRes RAW test film 'Coastal thoughts' by Daniel Peters
Set-ups with the Ninja V & Panasonic LUMIX S1H plus BTS and reviews
Atomos Academy: Setup ProRes RAW on the LUMIX S1H + Ninja V with Photo Joseph
https://youtu.be/4Qn-_5Fxq98
My Atomos Rig: LUMIX S1H simple cine setup with Krzysztof Sieniawski
LUMIX S1H + Ninja V ProRes RAW shooting experiences with DP Stuart Morgan
Behind the scenes of 'Blind Love' - LUMIX S1H + Atomos Ninja V 5.9K ProRes RAW short film

About Atomos
Atomos exists to help creative professionals cut through technology barriers by creating easy to use,
cutting-edge 4K and HD Apple ProRes monitor/recorders. These products give video professionals a
faster, higher quality and more affordable production system, whether they create for social media,
YouTube, TV or cinema. Atomos continues to demonstrate its commitment to putting users first
through continual innovation at amazing price points. The company developed the AtomOS operating
system dedicated to video recording with an elegant and intuitive touchscreen user interface and was
also the first to implement the professional Apple ProRes RAW format for recording with cinema
cameras. Atomos is based in Australia with offices in the USA, Japan, China, UK and Germany and
has a worldwide distribution partner network.
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